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1.hse examined the new proposal discussed in Reference A
and advises as to

a. The method suggested by the Administrative Plans Officer for securing
KOBARK's title to DUI= personal property (movable) by chattel mortgage/promis-
sory note execution is not generally employed under German law. Mortgage/
Promissory note transactions are used under Germ law only for zga as opposed
to personal property (movable). (2gmatuk t Wherever "personal property" is used,
it is meant in its legal sense, but as to DTLIKEK it rotors to its movables).
However, a comparable method, using slightly different legal instruments is
legally feasible and sound. The procedure would be to draft a loan contract
(Darlehensvertrag) along with a separate document (Sicherheitstbereignung)
purporting to secure the indebtedness. The Sicherheitstbereignung is more in
the nature of a pledge with a lease back of the personal property, e.g. the
debtor transfers the title of the personal property to the creditor and the
creditor then grants permission to the debt* to use the property, abject to
a condition subsequent which is default. The title to the personal property
reverts to the debtor upon performance of the loan contract.

b. In some respects such an arrangement is more readily enforceable
than a mortgage - it needs no formal foreclosure proceedings, mere notice,
suffices. On the other hand a Darlehensvertrag is a "personal" contract
(between the MARK lawyer and the MINER Yorstand based on Ve latter'.
resolutioa), it is ad negotiable and is therefore subject to all wpcyaitetble

defenses." Clonal By this term we mean all those defenses Minded as to
a holder in doe course of a negotiable instrument.) If, to elaborate, the
DTLINEN Vorstend should, at the time of a future liquidation, insist that there
was a private agreement between the lawyer and the WISNER Vent and that they
need not turn beak the personal property, long litigation with doubtful outcome
would result. Thus it may be seen that the efficacy of the loan oontract/pledge
arrangement depends upon the Vorstand refraining from interposing a defense of
failure or want of consideration. The main value of the loan contrast/pledge
Arrangement - given the cooperation of the Voretand - is against third parties,
e.g. real or alleged creditors and the German Red Gross, which normally receives
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the remaining property of liquidated non-profit corporations after all claims
and possessory liens by real creditors have been satisfied. Possessory liens
by third parties incurred by the debtors may also prejudice recovery of the
personal property.

c. The loan contract/pledge arrangement requires a Vorstand resolution
in actoordance with the articles of incorporation. Secure engineering of such a
resolution could he attempted in the manner proposed for the promissory note in
paragraph 4 of Ref A, The efficacy of this arrangement cannot be tested, however,
until the time of liquidation of DTL1NEN. At that time, the cooperation of the
Voratand will again he required, as discussed in b above.

2, While the loan/pledge prooedure is legally feasible and will aid to some
extent in preheating DEBARK equity in DTL1NEN personal property, we want to
emphesise that it is not Doolproof. There appears to us no foolproof method
to protect MARK equity in this property at this late stage, when MUM
assedistion records indicate that the property was bought originally from
association fends. In the last analysis, full recovery of IMRE equity
depends upon the good will of the Voratand at the time of liquidation as
well as on the then prevailing security considerations which must det:rmine
the extent to which the MARE lawyer can press his ease. The obvious
advantage of the loan/pledge procedure over the method suggested in Ref B
is in its greater simplicity and ease of implementation.

3. We submit the above for your consideration and further oomments. We
should like to point out, however, that fer the time being so many other more
significant problems exist in connection with DTLINEN that above hardly deserves
a priority for action at this time. In view of this situation and the fact
that the value of the personal property involved is and always will be debatable,
it is somewhat academic whether we should push for implementation of the proposed
solution. Please advise.

* Para 4 of the Articles of Incorporation
makes the annual membership meeting
responsible for the "discharge of the
Vorettuod from his responsibility." Tech-
nically, the above resolution is thus subject
to la pmel legate concurrence by the membership.


